CIVIC SPRING PROJECT
GRANT APPLICATION
* required answer

MAIN CONTACT FOR PROPOSAL
You should be a representative of the lead partner of the proposal (i.e. the organization within the proposal that holds either 501(c)(3) status or
fiscal sponsorship.)
First Name*

Amy

Last Name*

Fan

Email*

amy.a.fan@gmail.com

ELIGIBILITY SCREENING
Please confirm your eligibility for consideration by selecting all statements that apply to your organization/partnership or proposal.
Can you receive a grant? *
Yes
▪ Does at least one
applicant have 501(c)(3)
status or the engagement
of a fiscal sponsor with
the ability to receive,
manage and report on the
use of grant funds?
Do you meaningfully and
Yes
constructively engage youth? *
▪ Does your proposal
include partnership(s)
with youth-ked or youthdriven organizations (s)?
Groups that do not have
civic education experience
per se, but that do have a
demonstrated passion for

a mission consistent with
the goals of the project
and a desire to
constructively engage
youth in their mission, are
also encouraged as
partners.
▪ Does at least one member
of your partnership have
experience partnering
with young people?
▪ Was there meaningful
youth participation in the
development of the
proposal?
Do you have the capacity to
deliver in the current context
over the summer timeframe? *
▪ Is one of your partners an
existing organization that
already operates well in
the civic learning space,
engages with young
people and has
demonstrated a passion
for the project goals?
▪ Does at least one member
of your partnership have
experience working with
the population(s) whom
you intend to serve? (e.g.
students, seniors,

Yes

domestic abuse victims,
etc.)
▪ Does each of the partners
have senior officer with
decision-making power
involved in the project?
▪ Do you have the virtual,
technical, and
technological capacity to
operates in the current
COVID-19 environment?
(This includes ensuring
broadband/Wi-Fi access
to participants, either
through the grant or with
existing infrastructure,
where required)
Will you meet a local need? *
▪

Do you have local
partner(s) with experience
connecting/working with
the populations whom
they want to serve? The
local element of this
program is essential.
Applicants can be local
organizations OR national
organizations partnering
with local organizations.

ORGANIZATION DETAILS

Yes

Please note: this page is exclusively for the details of the lead partner making the proposal. There will be the opportunity to provide details for
the other organizations within your proposal as you proceed through the application process.
Organization Name *

Institute of Engagement

Is this a 501(c)(3) entity, or
fiscally sponsored? *

Fiscally sponsored

City *

Houston

State*

TX

Zip
Mission statement

The Institute of Engagement helps young people take responsible ownership of their Houston.

Web address

iehouston.org

States organization is active in:

TX

Estimated number of young
people served annually

500

Estimated annual budget ($)

30,000

Number of permanent staff

6

Number of volunteers (annual
basis)

0

Select practices of the
organization
▪ Classroom Instruction

Action civics, discussing current events, news media literacy

▪
▪
▪
▪

Discussing Current Events
Service Learning
Extra Curriculars
Student School
Governance
▪ Democratic Simulations
▪ News Media Literacy
▪ Action Civics
▪ SEL
▪ School Climate Reform
▪ Research Validation
PROPOSED PROJECT DETAILS
Now for the information about your proposal’s program - starting with the questions below. Please fill in the requested information about the
location(s) and community(ies) that you intend the proposed program to serve.
State(s) of intended delivery *
Community(ies) of intended
delivery *
Rural
Urban
Suburban
Mix
PROPOSED PROJECT DETAILS

TX
urban, suburban, mix

Longer format questions, describing your proposal in detail.
1. Please provide your project
narrative.*
Define project deliverable(s) (i.e.
civic actions, performance,
learning content delivery, etc.)
and project-specific outcome

Shift Press is a youth-led, youth-produced publication that highlights the ways young people build,
influence, and experience power in the Greater Houston area. Young people’s voices have been
systematically ignored in the public sphere, and clear communication channels are crucial to the survival
of a community, especially in times of crisis. Furthermore, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many youth in
Houston have lost their spaces to engage productively in their communities and with folks from different
backgrounds.

measurements as they connect to
the goals of the Civic Spring
Project

This summer, Shift Press will respond to the pandemic and build community among youth through a
partnership with government agencies (City of Houston Mayor’s Office of Education and Houston ISD
school board members), local non-profits (OCA Houston and Mi Familia Vota), and grassroots organizing
groups (ONE Houston). Over the summer, we will help young people use storytelling to answer the
question: How has the COVID-19 pandemic shown the strengths and/or vulnerabilities of your
community?
Youth will be able to contribute to the publication in two ways: 1) a cohort of 8 young fellows (provided
laptops, hotspots, and other equipment) who will receive professional journalistic training and each
contribute 5 pieces over the course of the summer, or 2) a call for open pitches from all Greater Houston
area youth. Over the summer, Shift Press will publish between 60-80 professionally edited pieces by
young people that showcase how the pandemic has affected their communities.
Shift Press will also organize an 8-week series of online community conversations, hosted by young
people and livestreamed on Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, and Twitter, on COVID-19 and the election
season. OCA Houston and Mi Familia Vota (MFV) will help us identify 10 youth from their summer youth
conference (held July 5-7) who will host those community conversations. Our Community Convos
coordinator will then train them to produce and execute these conversations. As they continue their deep
issue-based work throughout the summer and beyond with OCA and MFV staff, our team is committed to
helping them narrate and publish their experiences. Young people will be able to socialize and build
community, this will be a space for local professionals and government officials to answer questions.
To help city efforts to reduce the case count, staff will also work with City of Houston agencies to develop
and facilitate their youth COVID-19 case reduction efforts, including the Community Health Education
Fellowship (CHEF).
In summary, the team will engage over 10,000 Greater Houston area young people through the activities
above to:
1. create a pipeline of skilled, and knowledgeable youth storytellers that will sustain and
build upon itself after this grant is over and the era of social distancing and
2. help the City of Houston agencies reduce the number of COVID cases.

Shift Press will be run by the Institute of Engagement, a collective that helps young people take
responsible ownership of their Houston. Their team consists of 6 current college students and class of
2020 college graduates, all graduates from a diverse range of Houston ISD public schools and alum of the
HISD Student Congress who ran the popular blog DearHISD.org. Furthermore, alongside paying the
journalism fellows and writers for Shift Press, the publication will also employ local young design talent
and professional writers, playing a small role in mitigating the economic effects of the pandemic.
Dear HISD archive: http://web.archive.org/web/20170619150706/http://dearhisd.org/
2. Please provide a brief
description of each partner
organization, including: *
a. Mission and vision
b. Organizational goals
c. Annual budget (2019/20)

Institute of Engagement: www.iehouston.org
The Institute of Engagement is a collective that helps young people take responsible ownership of their
own Houston. Founded by alumni of the Houston ISD Student Congress, a student voice organization for
Houston ISD students, the collective is known for their 2018-2019 civic fellowship.
•

Annual budget (2019/20) - $30,000

d. Leadership structure and
number of staff
e. Community/ies served
f. Experience working with
and/or being led by youth,
where applicable

•

Leadership structure and number of staff: 6

•

Community/ies served: Greater Houston-area youth

City of Houston Mayor’s Office of Education https://www.houstontx.gov/education/index.html
The Mayor’s Office of Education (MOE) of the City of Houston strives to ensure that each generation of
children be assured a better life and education by promoting access to equitable education opportunities.
The office’s approach emphasizes collaboration, communication, and coordination, and they work with
critical actors in education and government to develop low-cost, high-quality resources.
The MOE has an extensive history of working with youth via Hire Houston Youth, an annual summer jobs
program that offers paid job opportunities to thousands of youth ages 16-24 each year. Another program
is Out 2 Learn, a network that is a public-private partnership committed to expanding access to highquality out-of-school programming for all Houston area youth.
•

Annual budget (2019/20) - N/A

•

Leadership structure and number of staff: 2 (Director, Associate Director)

•

Community/ies served: Houston-area youth

OCA Houston (http://www.ocahouston.org/)
OCA Houston is “a national membership-driven civil rights organization of community advocates
dedicated to advancing the social, political, and economic well-being of Asian Pacific Americans (APAs).”
They practice their values through their advocacy for social justice, equal opportunity and fair treatment,
promotion of civic participation, education, and leadership, advancement of coalitions and community
building, and the fostering of cultural heritage. OCA Houston relies on its strong base of volunteers to
meet the current and evolving needs of a diverse population through a comprehensive continuum of
programs targeting different life stages of AAPIs with a focus on developing advocacy, leadership, and
civic engagement participation of AAPIs. Their holistic approach to civics accounts for people who may
face linguistic or socioeconomic barriers.

Every year, they coordinate with Mi Familia Vota (a Latinx community-based organization) to organize the
week-long Youth Advocacy Summit where attendees learn about real-world issues that impact local
communities through conversations with key experts, develop their leadership and organizing skills, and
engage with elected officials. In the past, they have also organized a series of workshops (recently,
webinars) and regularly visited schools to give presentations.
•

Annual budget (2019/20): $350,000

•

Leadership structure and number of staff: 5 staff (Civic Engagement Director (head), Census
Organizer, Marketing, Youth Programs, Youth Program Associate) and contractors

•

Community/ies served: Greater Houston-area Asian American Pacific Islander community

HISD Board (https://www.houstonisd.org/board)
HISD Board trustees are driven by their mission to “equitably educate the whole child so that every
student graduates with the tools to reach their full potential.” In alignment with their mission, they
prioritize district policy that creates, “[e]quitable opportunities and equal access to effective and
personalized education models in nurturing and safe environments.”
The HISD board overlooks the effectiveness of the educational and extracurricular activities of the largest
school district in Texas. In order to appropriately evaluate these programs, individual board members
regularly engage K-12 students throughout the district all throughout the school year. The board has a
long history of working with and alongside the HISD Student Congress to ensure HISD students have voice
in making their experiences. Trustee Anne Sung especially has committed to promoting our summer
efforts to various education groups across the city.
•
•

Annual budget (2019/20) - $0
Leadership structure and number of staff: 9 trustees

•

Community/ies served: Houston ISD

One Houston (https://www.facebook.com/ONEHouAction/)

The Organizing Network for Education (ONE) Houston is a network of students, parents, educators and
community members who organize through political and social action to bring about educational change.
They strive for a Houston in which all students will have equitable educational opportunities, and all
Houston communities will advocate for the evolving needs of their children. ONE equips young people
and students with the knowledge to organize and run small informal meetings in which people are able to
share the stories and experiences pertaining to educational issues. In their space, storytelling is the
connecting point between community-building and advocacy.

3. Define youth representation
and impact of the proposed
project, including:*
a. The depth, breadth, and
diversity of youth
participants;
b. The depth, breadth, and
diversity of youth
impacted beyond those
participating directly;
c. Outreach to and/or the
inclusion of youth from
communities historically
excluded from civic
opportunities;
d. d. Area(s) of civic learning
specifically targeted,

•

Annual budget (2019/20) - N/A

•

Leadership structure and number of staff: more than 100 members that include an active Issue
Action Team working on stopping exclusionary discipline, and a leadership team of 12 educators,
community members, and parents.

•

Community/ies served: Houston-area community members, students, and educators

The team that has been working on Shift Press (and put together this entire grant—hi!), consists of 6
members all between the ages of 19 and 22 (current college students/recent graduates). We graduated
from 5 different public high schools in Houston and met while doing work with the Houston ISD Student
Congress. Shift Press will reflect the experiences of our peers and communities in the Greater Houston

including but not limited
to: dispositions, skills,
knowledge,
capacities/social capital

area. The team will reach out to a diverse set of community groups to make sure that our writers, fellows,
publication readers, community conversation facilitators, and community conversation participants
represent Houston’s youth as a whole.
In addition to the communication channels of our partners, we will reach out to the following
organizations to spread the word about our work:
HISD Student Congress https://www.facebook.com/HISDStudentCongress/
The Houston Independent School District (HISD) Student Congress is an organization that gives a
voice to the district’s 200,000 students by developing ongoing mechanisms for student input. It engages
the HISD student body, affirming unilaterally that students have the most vested interest in their own
education and that their input should be a vital part of HISD’s planning.
Writers in the Schools https://witshouston.org/
Since 1983, Writers in the Schools (WITS) has worked hand-in-hand with educators and professional
writers to teach students the craft of writing. WITS is transforming the hearts and minds of young people
all over Houston. 65,000 students and educators in over 400 Houston classrooms plant their own stories
each year, and discover the WITS magic that’s cultivated every day when students, writers, WITS staff and
community members join together.
Eight Million Stories https://www.eightmillionstories.org/
Eight Millions Stories transforms the lives of vulnerable youth aged 14-18 years-old through education,
skills training, employment, and authentic relationships. In surviving a cohort of forty youth, their mission
is to facilitate in partnership with Harris County Juvenile Probation, a transformative educational
experience that will inspire our disconnected youth to be life-long learners and empower them to break
free of a self-perpetuating cycle of poverty, hopelessness and crime.
Harris County Youth Collective https://harriscountyyc.org/
The Harris County Youth Collective connects organizations, youth, families and advocates to ensure Dual
Status Youth in Harris County are supported, safe and have the opportunity to thrive. Dual status youth in
Harris County are 10 - 17 year olds who are in both the child protective and juvenile justice systems. By

supporting solutions that work for youth and families, HCYC ensures that we reach the potential of all
youth in Harris County.
Montrose Center https://www.montrosecenter.org/
The Montrose Center empowers over 100,000 individuals in the Houston community, primarily lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer individuals, youth, and their families, to enjoy healthier and more
fulfilling lives. They envision a healthier society marked by permanent, positive changes in attitudes and
behaviors toward the LGBTQ communities, and the ability of all LGBTQ individuals to realize their fullest
potential.
The team hopes to build a solid foundation for Shift Press to continue exploring how young people build,
influence, and experience power beyond this pandemic and beyond this election season. We have
recruited Loyce Gayo to work as a Creator Coordinator throughout the summer. As an award winning
creative, aspiring scholar and teaching artist with a long history of activating youth to build and act upon
their narratives, she will facilitate the team’s creative training and program execution. To learn more
about Loyce, check out her portfolio: https://loyceg.github.io/.
This new recruitment is key in order for Shift Press to help fellows and contributors develop their writing
and storytelling skills while also helping them channel their interests to other organizations (including our
partners and the organizations listed above).
4. Proposed project budget,
including:* (File format accepted:
xls/xlsx/pdf/zip, Maximum file
size 1 MB)
a. Staffing expenses broken
out by individual
b. Cost assumptions
c. Youth compensation
structure, if any (e.g.,
percentage of grant funds

Attached

to be paid to youth on
staff or through
microgrants to youth-led
partnerships);
d. d. Additional resources to
be allocated to the
project, where applicable.
5. Describe community impact of
the proposed project, including: *
a. Acuteness of need being
addressed in Project
b. Proposed project’s impact
on this need (output,
outcomes, efficacy,
impact)
c. c. Integration of local
planning and response as
part of Project

Even before this pandemic, Houston’s institutions have systematically excluded young people, rendering
them functionally invisible in important decision-making. In times of crisis, Houston’s success is
dependent on understanding the experiences of the quarter of young Houstonians under the age of 18
(2019 Census estimates). Furthermore, young people in Houston are disproportionately from groups
historically excluded from civic opportunities: according to American Community Survey estimates,
young people in Houston are over three-quarters people of color, compared to roughly half of people
over the age of 55.
During this pandemic, Shift Press will serve as the most direct channel from young people to government
agencies and vice versa. The Mayor’s Office of Education has requested to use our widespread, direct
channel to coordinate city efforts to combat the pandemic and has already pledged to provide our

fellows with laptops for the summer. They are also working on creating a Coronavirus Health Education
Fellows (CHEF) program that aims to train and deploy young contact tracers and wraparound specialists
in 6 communities identified as at-risk. The team will assist in developing culturally competent training
and resource messaging youth at large.
However, while this youth rapid response work will help curb community spread of coronavirus, there is
still an institutional lack of skilled young individuals who can speak upon what’s happening in their
communities. The Shift Press fellowship will equip 8 Greater Houston area high schools with the skills and
theory of change to effectively narrate the implications of COVID on their communities and personal lives.
The fellowship will be designed so that they can train their high school and middle school aged peers once
the summer ends and the academic year starts.
As our 8 fellows gain their journalistic experience, the team will also engage their peers across the city
through our “Open Pitch.” The Open Pitch is an opportunity for high school and college aged folks to
submit pitches about COVID’s effects on their community. Accepted pitch submitters will be invited to sit
on any one of our several weekly group sessions to talk about their story idea in group setting, and
afterwards submit a full piece to the publication.
This pandemic has jeopardized thousands of paid jobs through the Hire Houston Youth program and
businesses across the city. Both our fellowship and open pitch programs will pay participants for their
time and labor. Additionally, the work will center the perspectives of those who have been historically
underserved through soliciting pitches and fellowship applications especially from youth served by our
partners and the organizations listed in our response in question 3.
Finally, we recognize that not all youth are interested or have the resources to write, but still want an
intentional online space to engage. The sociologist Ray Oldenburg coined the term “third place” as a
space for diverse community building that exists outside of the home (“first space”) and work/school
(“second place”). In a 2014 op-ed for the New York Times, Oldenburg writes: “City officials would do well
to realize that urban vitality depends on how citizens spend their leisure hours [...] Joyful association in
the public domain is far better than watching television in our lifeless subdivisions.” Traditional third
places include churches, cafes, clubs, public libraries, bookstores and parks.
For months, social distancing has blurred the first two spaces together, and third spaces have largely
become inaccessible or moved online. As our online lives become increasingly segregated and controlled
by algorithms, our community conversations will become a virtual third space that lets young people
interact and build a sense of communal identity.

OCA Houston and Mi Familia Vota, two of our partners, have been working to organize their annual youth
conference that will be taking place online and shortened because of the pandemic. We plan to have their
participants organize and participate in these community conversations as a follow-up to this conference.
To make these conversations accessible, we will do a range of things: provide captioning services, stream
on multiple online platforms, allow young people to participate both online and through the phone (for
those who may not have internet), and record our conversations so that they can be watched
afterwards.
6. Any other relevant information
You may be asked to provide
additional materials to confirm
what you have said in this
application.

Our team originally met out of a common concern to impact Houston. Despite growing up in different
neighborhoods, having vastly different schooling experiences, and now attending different colleges,
we’ve been working on the ground in Houston for over 6 years now.
Whenever local needs arose in our schools and district, we rose to the challenge and met them. In 2014,
as members of the HISD Student Congress, we organized a trip to the Texas state legislature to lobby for
more school funding. In 2015, some of us filed an amicus brief in a Texas state supreme court school
finance case. Last year, the state was planning on taking over the locally elected school board, and we
organized dialogue between the Texas Education Agency and Houston youth to anticipate the effects of
this change. Locally, among the student body, we have arranged for monthly meetings with district
administration, a TEDxHISD event with all youth speakers, as well as a blog called DearHISD, where
students could write posts about what they would tell the district.
Time and time again while doing this work, we realized how support for youth civic engagement was so
crucially lacking. That was how the Institute of Engagement was founded. What originally was a
residential summer program for high school students to learn about Houston evolved into a year-long
civic fellowship that merely started with a week-long residential intensive. We put together and received
a grant from the Simmons Foundation and worked with 13 wonderful fellows from 4 different Houstonarea school districts for a year. At this point, most of us were in college, but we continued to hold weekly
team meetings online.

After running the fellowship, we reflected and realized that we wanted to impact culture more than
policies, communities more than individuals. Jalesha Bass, a team member and a journalism major,
suggested that we start a publication. We spent the next year planning to launch Shift Press.
The oldest members of our team (Uyiosa Elegon and Amy Fan) have just graduated from college into the
worst global pandemic in 100 years. Our team, already mobilized to encourage youth to take responsible
ownership of their Houston, is now committed to helping youth through this pandemic. As folks who
organized until the end of the Institute of Engagement fellowship unpaid, we realize this work cannot not
sustain itself and expand without more significant financial support. We have met so many other youth
who cared about Houston and cared about their city, and we don’t want to incorporate them into Shift
Press without pay.
Amidst this pandemic, Houston’s survival, from a health, economic, and social justice perspective, is
dependent on how we go about reducing the number of cases, especially in the most historically
underserved communities. The City of Houston Mayor’s Office has realized that the most untapped
resource in this fight are young people, the most connected population online. Juliet Stipeche was the
first Houston ISD school board member to support our efforts as high school students. Now as the

Mayor’s Director of Education, she has requested for this team to help facilitate the Community Health
Education Fellows Program and with broad COVID-19 response.
Our team is in it for the long haul. Other folks may plan for youth, but we plan as youth. Before COVID-19
hit the United States, the Institute of Engagement collaborated with the HTX Youth Summit to create
#HTXYouth, a Facebook group where civic opportunities and resources could be shared to Houston bred
folks aged 26 and under. Recently, this online space of 700+ members has become ground zero for youth
organizers, whether experienced or newly-activated, to exchange reflections and resources regarding the
city-wide response to the murders of Ahmaud Arbery, George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and other Black
people.
Without this space that was carefully crafted for young people and by young people, organizing ourselves
in this moment would be, well, fantasy. Houston’s youth are likely to use this space to channel their
energy into acquiring justice for the 6 recent police murders in our city that haven’t received nearly the
same amount of media coverage. These civic activities are tied with COVID-19 and the election season,
but how well young people reflect on their connection is dependent on how well we facilitate online
spaces with them.
Peter Levine, in We Are The Ones We Have Been Waiting For, writes that "Civil society is increasingly
dominated by people who have received relevant professional training or who officially represent firms
and other organizations...But…we should not be satisfied with public discourse that is merely technical.
We should want broad deliberations, rooted in everyday experiences, drawing on personal values and
concrete hopes for the future as well as facts and interests, and resistant to the generalizations of both
professionals and ideologues."
We write this grant excited to broaden the public discourse to include young perspectives and build
equitable youth-led summer activities with the knowledge and resources of the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation and our partners.

Youth Team
June 14 - Sept 5
Position
Response Team

Hour/week

Pay/Hour

Weeks

Total

Youth Team

$50,060.00

Fellowship

$19,505.00

Open Pitch

$5,000.00

30

18

12

$6,480.00

Community Convos

Response Team

30

18

12

$6,480.00

Marketing

Creator Coordinator

30

22

12

$7,920.00

Miscellaneous

Editor

30

18

12

$6,480.00

Facilitator

30

18

12

$6,480.00

Community Convos Coordinator

15

18

12

$3,240.00

Marketing + CC Assistant

30

18

12

$6,480.00

Website Developer

Total

$2,000.00
$11,300.00
$9,116.00
$96,981.00

$500.00

Graphics & Video

$6,000.00

Total

$50,060.00

Fellowship
Youth Team

Item
Fellow Stipend
Hotspots
Smartphones
Micro SD Cards
Notebooks
Pens
Google Suite
Total

Quantity

Cost
8
8
8
8
8
1
32

Total
2000
180
130
20
5
25
25

Fellowship

$16,000.00
$1,440.00
$1,040.00
$160.00
$40.00
$25.00
$800.00
$19,505.00

Open Pitch
Item
Youth Pieces
Chatbot for Pitch Submission
Total

Quantity

Cost
80
1

Total
50
1000

$4,000.00
$1,000.00
$5,000.00

Community Convos
Item
Youth Organizers
Multi-Stream Platform
Total

Quantity

Cost
10
1

Total
$1,500.00
$500.00
$2,000.00

150
500

Marketing
Item
Shirts
Printing
Shipping
Social Flow Social Media Platform
Social Media Advertising
Partner Advertising
Total

Quantity

Cost
300

Total
18
500
1000
100
1000
3000

4

$5,400.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$400.00
$1,000.00
$3,000.00
$11,300.00

Miscellaneous
Item
Social Good Fiscal Sponsorship admin fee
Social Good Fiscal Sponsorship monthly fee
Overhead (speakers, etc.)
Total

Months

Cost
4

Total
29

$8,000.00
$116.00
$1,000.00
$9,116.00

Open Pitch
Community Convos
Marketing
Miscellaneous

Civic Spring Project Final Grant Report – Institute of Engagement
Name: Uyiosa Elegon, Amy Fan
Organization: Institute of Engagement
Date: 12/04/2020
I.

OUTCOMES FEEDBACK: Please list the outcomes proposed in your Civic Spring Project application and fill out the following table.

Outcome

Outcome Details:

How did you do on this
outcome?

Lessons learned related to this outcome:

1. Fellowship

“Eight young fellows will
receive professional
journalistic training and
each contribute 5 pieces
over the course of the
summer.”

After receiving over 270
applications, the team
accepted 12 Greater
Houston area high school
students. All did not
individually produce 5
pieces. The total number
of pieces slated for
publishing (beginning
December) is 57.

Paid to Play: Paying the fellows was vital to:
1) relieve a portion of the financial burdens fellows’ families
experienced,
2) steer fellows away from con-currently looking for a paid jobs,
which would have made attending fellowship sessions difficult, and
3) receive an application pool that was diverse, especially along the
lines of income status.
Future fellowships should incorporate this practice.
Start Early: The students had a mandatory Mon-Wed-Fri fellowship
session schedule for the entire 10 weeks. Due to administrative
hurdles on IE’s part, the fellowship planning started mid June and the
actual fellowship began mid-July. When school started, that session
schedule remained, however balance became difficult for most
fellows. Future fellowships should start no later than the beginning of
June.
Budget more time for application reading and interview process:
The team dictated that 50 applications from young people from
various pockets of the Houston area would be considered successful.

We ended up with over 270 fellowship applications, a success we
attribute to:
1) the uniqueness of the fellowship opportunity, and a
2) a region-wide hunger for remote, paid opportunities for young
people.
Extending the date for application reading by 2 days gave the team
more time. However, combined with 4 days of 40 interviews, the
entire timeline was strenuous on the team. Future fellowships should
allot a minimum of 2 weeks for application reading and 1 week for
interviews.
Keep Zero-Week: The Fellowship team decided that the first week of
the program would be “Zero-Week,” a time dedicated to building
community among and between the fellows and IE team members. In
hindsight, zero-week was extremely helpful to the following
relationships:
1) Fellow & fellow: through activities and dialogue, fellows gained an
understanding of how diverse their cohort was in terms of race, class,
gender performance, sexual identity, zip code, and educational
institution attendance. It seems this understanding encouraged each
fellow to confidently stand in their differences for all their peers to
embrace. This proved helpful during sessions when creative tension
ensued.
2) Fellow & fellowship team members: Learning about one another’s
backgrounds early encouraged fellows to reach out to specific team
members for life advice and helped team members get a sense of
fellow strengths.
3) Fellow & non-fellowship IE team members: Introducing all the IE
team members was helpful to internal communication efforts to
execute administrative tasks, such as processing stipends. If those
introductions were not made early, then fellows would’ve been less
likely to respond to team members in a timely manner.

Future fellowships must include a zero-week to build community
early.
Active Learning Structure: Understanding that a remote fellowship
could render each learning session a dull, lecture-based experience,
the fellowship team crafted sessions in ways that encouraged
tangential themes to spur from fellow input. This kept sessions fun,
and made the fellows active participants.
Future fellowship curricula must be structured for active
participation.
More Office Hour Availability: After week 2, the fellowship team
realized that the optional Tuesday and Thursday office hour slots
were not enough for two reasons:
1) All fellows did not have free time on those days, so many fellows
didn’t have access to office hours.
2) Fellows needed assistance on days outside of Tuesday and
Thursday and oftentimes outside of the 9 to 5 work day.
Although this was immediately adjusted by making office hours that
adhered to fellow free time, future fellowships should begin this
structure at the very beginning of the fellowship.
Allow Fellows to Choose Extra-Session Call Modes of
Communication: Allowing fellows to choose their mode of
communication for extra calls benefitted their experience, especially
since our fellows were high school students that spent 6-8 hours of
their weekdays on Zoom, combined with the 2 hour Shift Press
fellowship sessions that took place three times a week. Limiting call
options to Zoom (as opposed to alternatives like FaceTime or phone
calls) would have made fellows even more zoomed-out.

Future sessions should continue this practice.
Get Extra Help Extra Early: Our original plan was to have each team
member be in charge of 3 fellows. However, having Andrew, who
was also the Community Conversations Coordinator, be one of those
team members, was a bad set up. The CC Coordinator had 10 young
people to prepare and continuously work with, and there wasn’t
enough time in the day for Andrew’s fellows. Week three of the
fellowship, the team onboarded Ajay Signh and Katherine Hu, who
took Andrew’s fellows for the remainder of the 10 week fellowship.
This swap out and willingness of Ajay and Kat to volunteer their time
and expertise, uncompensated, was a saving grace.
Future fellowships should keep the 3:1 fellow to fellowship team
member ratio, but all team members should not have organizational
responsibilities outside of the fellowship.
Allow for Humanity: In short, fellowship team members weren’t just
folks that provided knowledge, skills training, and editing to fellows.
Team members were people who were in a caring relationship with
other young people. In addition to the stresses of the pandemic,
fellows were living in various environments structured to actively
oppress them in ways we will not divulge in this report. Often fellows
took up space in session and extra-session calls to express the various
challenges they faced. The team realized early that most fellows did
not have access to individuals with whom they could ramble, vent,
cry, or celebrate around. This camaraderie proved helpful in two
ways:
1) These conversations facilitated fellows growth in terms of their
perceptions of the world and consequently their writing as well.
2) Fellows were likely to express when they needed help in their piece
processes.

All future, especially long-term, interactions with young people via IE
must continue this practice.
Structured, yet Casual in Performance: IE tends to be antiprofessional in its approach due to the various ways ‘professional’ is
shorthand for white supremacist ideals. We value specific practices
that encourage a just, inclusive educational experience, which we
deem the most effective to human learning. This proved helpful to
the fellowship experience where several Black fellows noticed one
Black team member joined a session with a bonnet on. Immediately,
the Black fellows pointed it out, and some expressed that their
cameras were off because they were wearing their bonnets as well.
Some immediately turned their cameras on. Those sort of happenings
make space for fellows to show up to their sessions feeling
comfortable in their own skins and backgrounds.
All future, especially long-term, interactions with young people via IE
must continue this practice.
Pay the Team Justly: The fellowship team members, even while
assisted by other IE team members, were vastly undercompensated.
All weeks of work ranged between 38-40 hours of labor. That labor, in
addition to the unique, dynamic educational environment of the
fellowship taxed team members as most sought other jobs to offset
financial needs. The stresses, compensated and uncompensated, at
times impacted members’ abilities to function at a high standard. The
goal in the future is to embark on grant opportunities and spearhead
programs that afford IE to pay team members justly.
2. Open Pitch

“Shift Press will publish
between 60-80
professionally edited
pieces by young people

Shift Press currently has
3 young people who each
are working with a guest
editor to finish their

Personnel Capacity Banking/Start Early: The first Open Pitch
advertisement took place August 18th due to the personnel strain the
overwhelming amount of fellowship applications and the overall
process. Because the entire IE team was so small, folks responsible

that showcase how the
pandemic has affected
their communities.”

pieces.

for the Open Pitch put their responsibilities on pause in order to help
the fellowship team’s application and interview process.
In the case that we may need additional personnel to co-complete a
massive task in the organization, such as application reading and
scoring, we should onboard more employees, or train volunteers that
can co-complete the task.
Be Down to Evolve: The original idea was to have all 3 Open Pitch
team members:
1) read all pitches
2) accept and reject pitches
3) train via weekly onboarding session, and
4) act as editors for all folks who pitch
On paper, that’s a fabulous idea; however, that’s a full-time multiteam member job, especially when one considers the goal of 60-80
fully publishable pieces over a range of journalistic and creative
genres.
When Open Pitch planning began, these were to two issues:
1) How do team members tend to the above four open pitch
responsibilities at a high standard with their present human resource
constraints?
2) How do we make a pitch-to-publish process that’s internally
efficient and provides all creators a great experience, whether their
pitches were accepted or rejected?
Our solutions:
1) The team reached deep into our networks to invite over 50 writers,
editors, poets, scholars, and educators to volunteer their time to
accept a maximum of two pitches they were interested in, and work

with those creators from pitch to publish. This shifted Open Pitch
team members responsibilities to solely executing training of both
editors and creators and overseeing various elements of the past
responsibilities. In the case that a pitch was not accepted by any of
our 12 guest editors after two weeks, it would be rejected or the
team would find and onboard a guest editor who would be
interested. (It’s worth mentioning that a colleague at YR Media
recently said our idea of decentralizing the media room idea was
fantastic.)
2) Amy Fan created an amazing process that leveraged Airtable,
Zapier, Google Docs, Asana, and password-protected Shift Press
pages. This process automated several tasks and notifications that
kept the creator-editor relationship free-flowing and the teameditor/team-creator relationship rooted in accountability. The team is
available upon request to divulge this process.
Open Pitch should keep this awesome process and remain open to
process evolution.
Prioritize Community Building Over Explainers: Our guest-editors
were heavily experienced. Because of that, we knew explaining the
new open pitch process was easy, and there was room to do more in
onboarding sessions. Therefore, we dedicated the majority of time
for onboarding sessions to community building. Folks learned a lot
about one another and the whys behind Shift Press. This left guest
editors feeling more excited and dedicated to the work than when
they joined the session.
Future guest editor onboarding sessions should keep community
building as a central focus.
Mandate Advertisement Funds: The initial reduction of a program
budget from $100,000 to $60,000 encouraged the team to slash the

social media advertisement budget and resort to organic methods of
advertisement. While that proved successful for fellowship
application advertising, Open Pitch advertising did not fare well. Email
and social media organic marketing to youth organizations.
government entities, schools, and neighborhood associations proved
helpful in promoting the opportunity. However getting the average
young person to submit a pitch is dependent on running paid ads on
social media, where they spend the majority of their time online.
All future Shift Press advertisement strategies must include a mix of
both paid and organic tactics.
Pay the Team Justly: The open pitch team members, which consisted
of individuals from three different teams, was vastly
undercompensated. In fact, IE did not even budget for the labor
invested in Open Pitch. All weeks of work ranged between 25-30
hours of labor. Juggling Open Pitch responsibilities with those of
other teams and extra-IE jobs, proved unhealthy. The stresses,
compensated and uncompensated, at times impacted members’
abilities to function at a high standard. The goals in the future are to:
1) embark on grant opportunities and spearhead programs that
afford IE to pay team members justly, and
2) treat Open Pitch positions as a separate budget item that has its
own allocated funds.
3. Community “Shift Press will also
Conversations organize an 8-week
series of online
community
conversations, hosted by
young people and
livestreamed on
Facebook, Instagram,
Youtube, and Twitter, on

Community
Conversations was
successful in terms of:
1) working with OCA
Houston to identify 10
youth
2) extensively train and
prepare the young

Paid to Play: Paying the fellows was vital to:
1) relieve a portion of financial burdens fellows’ families experienced,
and
2) steer fellows away from concurrently looking for a paid job, which
would have made attending fellowship sessions difficult
In the future, all facilitators should be paid for training and execution
of community conversations.

COVID-19 and the
election season. OCA
Houston and Mi Familia
Vota (MFV) will help us
identify 10 youth from
their summer youth
conference (held July 57) who will host those
community
conversations. Our
Community Convos
coordinator will then
train them to produce
and execute these
conversations.”

people to facilitate
conversations based on
their interests,
3) and executing said
conversations live
All young people held
their community
conversations, however
the total live
conversation totalled 7,
instead of 8.

Create a Commons Knowledge Bank: At the end of every community
conversation, CC facilitators immediately and organically began
reflecting and offering other facilitators best practices to make sure
their peers learned from their mistakes and revelations.
IE is currently creating a common knowledge bank for CC facilitators
to input those many pieces of advice they mentioned after
conversations. In the future, this knowledge bank needs to be added
to after ever live conversation and constantly shared throughout our
network of Houston youth organizations.
Communications of expectations early kept people around: The
Community Conversations facilitators almost all participated in all
cohort activities. This could be for several reasons, including
facilitator interest and team member engagement strategies. The CC
team sees it’s rigid ‘checklist’ structure as the central to this success.
The CC program was completely structured so early that all questions
about time commitments were answerable during the recruitment
process. This gave facilitators a great sense of their ability to commit
to the work and execute tasks on time.
All community conversation programs should be completely
structured down to the exact hour and task commitment in the
future.
Hold fast to an “everyone can facilitate” mindset: Facilitators were
excited to participate from the very beginning. With that excitement
brought “oh my goodness, I don’t know if I can do this” moments
during training sessions. We saw this moment in all 10 youth
facilitators. The CC team held to a “everyone can facilitate” mindset,
which encouraged facilitators along the way. By the end, some of the
most concerned facilitators, who we encouraged the most, led the
most viewed conversations.

All IE programming should keep this mindset moving forward.
Advertise 2 weeks ahead: The big tension of running the Community
Conversation program was between giving facilitators enough time to
ease into their role and creating a consistent advertising schedule.
The CC team allowed facilitators plenty of time and complete choice
over which week of the 8 week program their conversation would
run. This was crucial because:
1) some facilitators needed more practice than others,
2) conversation topics evolved frequently as facilitators researched
more,
3) all facilitators had different work and school schedules that made
some particular weeks unideal for a high quality live conversation,
4) some facilitator-chosen guests took a longer time to confirm
availability than others.
All of that was great and was a testament to how flexible the process
needs to be so facilitators didn’t feel overwhelmed, especially in a
pandemic. However, this model makes advertising for conversations
quite difficult. For some weeks, guests hadn’t sent in pictures, so it
massively slowed down the advertising process. The youth designer
we worked with, by contract, understandably required a minimum 4
day buffer for them to create content upon request.
The ideal scenario going forward is to advertise conversations a
minimum of 2 full weeks ahead, and sustain the flexibility the
facilitators experienced. IE is currency searching for innovative ideas
regarding this challenge.
Pay the Team Justly: The community conversation team members
were vastly undercompensated. The coordinator position required a
minimum of 26 hours a week of labor, and for many weeks, 32 hours.
The CC assistant position was accurately estimated as requiring 25

hours, however there were no additional funds allocated to that work
on top of the marketing coordinator’s organization-wide
responsibilities. The stresses, compensated and uncompensated, at
times impacted members ability to function at our highest standard.
The goals in the future are to:
1) embark on grant opportunities and spearhead programs that
afford IE to pay team members justly.
2) treat the Community Conversation Assistant position as a separate
budget item that has its own allocated funds.
4. Response
Team

“To help city efforts to
reduce the case count,
staff will also work with
City of Houston agencies
to develop and facilitate
their youth COVID-19
case reduction efforts,
including the Community
Health Education
Fellowship (CHEF).”

The response team
proved a much needed
voice in the Mayor’s
Office of Education’s
Public Health Education
Subcommittee on topics
around youth
engagement, media
outreach, and data
analysis.
Instead of developing
and executing the
Community Health
Education Fellow
Program, the Response
Team profiled all
Community Health
Education Fellows’
experiences as contact
tracers and community
health workers.

Dare to be Different: While working alongside the Mayor’s Office of
Education’s Public Health Education Subcommittee, it became
obvious that organizations in the collaborative (a mixture of public
health professionals, representatives from local nonprofits, doctors,
media representatives, consultants from Bloomberg, and city of
Houston employees) had presupposed measures of success that
narrowly related to a) contact tracing and b) data transparency. In
addition to the City of Houston’s Community Health Education
Fellows program, most public health officials would consider these
interventions to be the ideal solution. However, IE could have taken
the opportunity to use our vast connections and Shift Press to engage
unapproached issues that deeply affected young people, such as
school reopenings.
Committee Power Mapping and Banking: With the exception of IE’s
response team of two individuals, all organizations in the Public
Health Education Subcommittee did not rely on creative power
sharing methods to get what they felt was best for Houston. Our
response team, and the entire IE team worked differently. We believe
the best solutions comes from the following process:
1) Defining the various issues at play as a group,
2) Individuals “show their hands” by listing their full range of
influences and resources available to the group
3) The group then discusses creative solutions alongside with best

practices handy
The Public Health Education Subcommittee members had an idea of
exactly what they wanted, so meetings were held this way:
1) Report the latest data
2) Members voice what they want from other members
As mentioned early, the barriers to reducing COVID-19 cases
depended on solutions that extended recommendations from health
institutions, so interventions had to be unique in concept and/or
execution. The ideal future scenario is for IE’s process to be
embraced. However that is a big wish, especially in times of crisis. The
secondary future scenario is for IE to begin power mapping and
power banking the committee members early. This would give IE
team members the ability to express their needs and ideas to fellow
committee members.
Pay the Team Justly: The response team members were
undercompensated. After interviewing fellows, response team
members had to transcribe full conversations before deciding which
areas to cut. The transcription time alone exceeded the allotted 25
hours per week. Moving forward the goal is to:
1) Attain funds that make room for overtime compensation via grant
opportunities that afford IE to pay team members justly.
2) Consider collaborating with businesses like otter.ai to ease the
need for human transcription
Create Clear Deliverables During Crises: Having specific media
deliverables (in this case, the story grid of CHEF interviews) ended up
being what kept this project on track. We based this project off of
some similar interview series that we had seen in the past, and
returning to that as a baseline was helpful throughout the process.

When engaging in fluid, crisis-involved initiatives, IE should always
consider creating deliverables that assist in orienting the team around
concrete tasks.
Continue Relationship Building: Getting access to the CHEFs required
building deep relationships with people in the City of Houston and the
Public Health Education Sub-committee. This form of purpose-based
relationship build must continue as IE seeks to collaborate in the
future.
Figure out an Ideation-to-Publish Process: There were plenty of
times during the ideation-to-publish process where IE team members
were unsure about whose responsibility it was to complete certain
aspects of editing or design commentary. Figuring out what it looks
like is key to all aspects of Shift Press moving forward.
Interviews Should be More Dynamic and Free-Formed: Our CHEF
interview the questions were straightforward and dry. As we began
publishing, we realized that the interviews could have been much
more engaging and personal if we had made the interviews longer
and more free form.
5. Overall
Engagement
Metrics

“... the team will engage
over 10,000 Greater
Houston area young
people through the
activities [listed]”

Here is the aggregate
social media data for our
Civic Spring Project,
grabbed from Sprout
Social.
Channels: Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram,
LinkedIn
Impressions: 63,253
Engagements: 4,537

Use Promotional Merch to Push Engagement: Our original plan was
to ship shirts and promotional items to fellows, facilitators, open
pitch creators, and all Shift Press guests. All folks receiving the items
were to be encouraged to post on social media about Shift Press and
lure their followers to engage in SP content. After our budget was
reduced from $100,000 to $60,000, we had to forgo the idea.
Although we are pursuing other fund sources to make this
engagement tactic a reality, we learned early that it definitely would
have benefited our overall strategy.

Post Link Clicks: 221
Definitions of terms are
added below table for
clarification. We will also
provide social media
analytics in a separate
document.
Impression - Impressions is the number of times that Shift Press content was displayed to users.
Engagement - Engagements is the number of times that users engaged with Shift Press posts during the grant period.
Post Link Clicks - Post Link Clicks is the number of times that users clicked on links from Shift Press posts during the grant period.
II.

MAJOR LESSONS LEARNED RELATED TO THE FOLLOWING: Please share your reflections on each of the following categories listed in the
left-hand column below. There are examples for a few to help you get started - please erase them as you fill in the table yourself.
Lessons Learned/Takeaways

Outcomes

Our cohort programs (the fellowship and the community conversations) had well defined outcomes and metrics
that were met.
For the response team, finding and pinpointing specific projects within a structure that was already well defined
was difficult.

Process

In addition to our respective team projects, our team started meeting twice a week instead of once a week.

The Environment/Context
of your project

Houston was a major hotspot during the pandemic, and throughout our programming, we found out that young
people were not included in any sort of response planning.

Your Local Community

We engaged with the community through guest speakers for the fellowship and community conversations,
which mostly relied on our personal networks. Every community conversation brought community members,
mostly young people to our public Zoom and social media channels. Furthermore, the response team engaged

with the Community Health Education Fellows through interviews. The fellows were working in their local
neighborhoods, and we were able to capture their experiences through our storytelling.
COVID-19

In some ways, doing events online reduced the barriers to participation. Even though ensuring that everyone
had equal access to technology was a challenge, transportation struggles that had been a prominent part of our
previous programming were less evident because of the pandemic.
At the same time, the pandemic directly affected the lives of many youth and team members we were working
with.

III.

IMPACT OF YOUR PROJECT ON THE FOUR BUCKETS OF CIVIC LEARNING: We took a stab at filling this table out for you, hoping that
having something to edit is easier than coming up with content first. However, there is NO pride of authorship so please review the draft
language below and make edits directly to the table. We will use your revised version in our future publications.

Definition:

How does it increase civic
knowledge?

How does it increase civic
skills?

How does it increase civic Does it also increase
dispositions?
civic capacities?

An understanding of government
structure, government processes,
relevant social studies knowledge and
concepts, and American history and
political thought in a global context.

Competencies in the use of one’s
voice, including basic writing,
speaking, and listening
skills and skills of research,
investigation, and critical thinking;
competencies in the use of practices
of democratic coordination, political
institutions, and media literacy.

Attitudes important in a
democracy, such as a sense of civic
duty, sense of efficacy, concern for
the welfare of others, and
commitment to trustworthiness
and bridge-building.

Access to networks, opportunities
to participate, and other forms of
social capital that promote civic
agency.

Houston, TX

Through training in journalism
and interviews with community
members throughout Houston,
as well as facilitating
conversations between youth
and local professionals and
elected officials, the Institute of
Engagement Shift Press fellows
learned about local government,
education policy and the
importance of an independent
press on American democracy.

Shift Press Fellows as well as
the 10 Community
Conversation Fellows from Mi
Familia and OCA Houston
have increased civic skills
including basic writing and
editing, interviewing, research
and storytelling, organizing and
facilitation skills towards topics
that they found personally
meaningful and interesting.

As a youth-led, youthfocused organization, the
Institute of Engagement has a
deep commitment to
elevating the youth voices of
across Houston. Shift Press
fellows and community
conversation facilitators
developed their sense of
community and commitment
to the well-being of others in
Houston and across Texas, as
well as commitment to equity
and representation in local
government, policy and
journalism. By being in a
diverse cohorts of peers, both
the Shift Press fellows and
the Community conversation
fellows broadened their
concerns for issues across
Houston and befriended
peers from a range of
backgrounds
Showcasing the stories of
young people’s experiences as
community health workers
highlighted the ways other
efforts in the city helped
young people gain a sense of

The Institute of Engagement
connected the Shift Press
fellows with the Mayor of
Houston’s Office of
Education as well as policy
makers, journalists, artists,
non-profits and local elected
officials.
The fellows and community
conversation facilitators,
through writing their articles,
built relationships with their
community and connected
with guest speakers, who
were a mixture of policy
makers, journalists, artists,
non-profits and local elected
officials.

purpose and self-efficacy in
their work.

Facebook Pages
for Shift Press

June 21, 2020 – December 3, 2020

Determine your impact on Facebook by analyzing your Facebook Page activity.
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Facebook Performance Summary

View your key proﬁle performance metrics from the reporting period.

Impressions

28,508

Engagements

-

2,293

Post Link Clicks

-

87

-
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Facebook Audience Growth

See how your audience grew during the reporting period.
Net Page Likes Breakdown, by Month
200

150

100

50

0

-50

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

Organic Page Likes

SEP

OCT

Paid Page Likes

NOV

DEC

Page Unlikes

Audience Metrics

Totals

% Change

Fans

267

-

Net Page Likes

254

100.00%

257

100.00%

Paid Page Likes

0

0.00%

Page Unlikes

3

100.00%

Organic Page Likes
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Facebook Publishing Behavior

View the diﬀerent types of posts you published during the selected time period.
Published Posts Content Breakdown, by Month
20

15

10

5

0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

Published Videos

Publishing Behavior by Content Type

SEP

Published Photos

OCT

Published Links

NOV

DEC

Published Text

Totals

% Change

40

-

Published Videos

7

-

Published Photos

12

-

Published Links

12

-

9

-

Total Published Posts

Published Text
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Facebook Top Posts

Review your top posts published during the selected time period, based on the post’s lifetime performance.

By Lifetime Engagements

Shift Press

Shift Press

Wed 7/22/2020 11:59 a…

Shift Press

Wed 7/29/2020 11:19 p…

Wed 9/9/2020 3:08 pm P…

Our fellowship is oﬃcially

Great news: Y'all applied.

Introducing Shift Press

fellowship is an online, 10-

applied. We need one extra

Introducing Shift Press

open! The Shift Press

Total Engagements
Reactions

Greater news: A lot of y'all

1,072
362

Total Engagements
Reactions

Community Conversations

163
40

Total Engagements
Reactions

124
29

Comments

61

Comments

0

Comments

5

Shares

76

Shares

6

Shares

4

Post Link Clicks

35

Post Link Clicks

-

Post Link Clicks

-

Other Post Clicks

538

Other Post Clicks

117

Other Post Clicks

86
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Facebook Impressions

Review how your content was seen by the Facebook community during the reporting period.
Impressions Breakdown, by Month
14K
12K
10K
8K
6K
4K
2K
0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

SEP

Organic Impressions

Impression Metrics

OCT

NOV

DEC

Paid Impressions

Totals

% Change

28,508

100.00%

27,398

100.00%

0

0.00%

Average Daily Impressions per Page

171.73

100.00%

Average Daily Reach per Page

131.32

100.00%

Total Impressions
Organic Impressions
Paid Impressions
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Facebook Video Performance

View your aggregate video performance during the reporting period.

View Metrics

Viewing Breakdown
Organic Full

213

Organic Partial

1,836
Total Views

1,623

Organic Views

100%
Paid Views

0%

Click Plays

2%

Auto Plays

98%
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Facebook Engagement

See how people are engaging with your posts during the reporting period.
Engagements Comparison, by Month
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

Reactions

Comments

SEP

Shares

Engagement Metrics

Total Engagements
Reactions
Comments
Shares
Post Link Clicks
Other Post Clicks

Engagement Rate (per Impression)

OCT

Post Link Clicks

NOV

DEC

Other Post Clicks

Totals

% Change

2,293

100.00%

798

100.00%

96

100.00%

184

100.00%

87

100.00%

1,128

100.00%

8%

-
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Facebook Page Fan Demographics

Review your audience demographics as of the last day of the reporting period.

Audience by Age

Audience by Gender

13–17

1.5%

18–24

59.5%

25–34

21%

35–44

10.9%

45–54

4.5%

55–64

0.4%

65+

2.2%

Men

29%
Women

68%
Nonbinary/Unspeciﬁed

3%

Women between the ages of 18–24 appear to be the leading force among your fans.

Audience Top Countries

Audience Top Cities

United States

265

Houston, TX

190

Virgin Islands, U.S.

1

Austin, TX

9

Vietnam

1

New York, NY

5

Washington D.C., DC

4

Durham, NC

3
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Facebook People Reached Demographics

Review the average daily user demographics of the people reached during the reporting period.

People Reached by Age

People Reached by Gender

13–17

0.4%

18–24

50.4%

25–34

24.5%

35–44

13.3%

45–54

6.3%

55–64

2.6%

65+

2.5%

Men

32%
Women

67%
Nonbinary/Unspeciﬁed

1%

Women between the ages of 18–24 have a higher potential to see your content and
visit your Page.

People Reached Top
Countries

United States

Daily
Average

542.91

Mexico

2.41

United Kingdom

2.03

Canada

0.97

India

0.84

People Reached Top Cities

Daily Average

Houston, TX

289

Austin, TX

28.47

Durham, NC

12.78

New York, NY

9.53

San Antonio, TX

9.47
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Facebook People Engaged Demographics

Review the average daily user demographics of the people who took action on your page during the reportin…

People Engaged by Age

People Engaged by Gender

13–17

1.8%

18–24

61.8%

25–34

21.8%

35–44

10.6%

45–54

1.8%

55–64

0.9%

65+

1.3%

Men

23%
Women

75%
Nonbinary/Unspeciﬁed

2%

Women between the ages of 18–24 are most likely to engage with your content.

People Engaged Top
Countries

United States

Daily
Average

225

People Engaged Top Cities

Houston, TX
Durham, NC

Daily Average

143
11

Austin, TX

6

Northﬁeld, MN

4

Washington D.C., DC

4
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Facebook Pages

Review your aggregate page metrics from the reporting period.

Page

Fans

Net Page Likes

Published Posts

Impressions

Engagements

Post Link Clicks

Reporting Period

267

40

28,508

2,293

87

Jun 21, 2020 – Dec 3, 2020

-

254

Compare to

-

0

0

0

0

0

267

254

40

28,508

2,293

87

-

-

-

-

-

Jan 7, 2020 – Jun 20, 2020

Shift Press

Instagram Business Proﬁles
for Shift Press
June 21, 2020 – December 3, 2020

Determine the impact of Instagram content by analyzing your activity.
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Instagram Performance Summary

View your key proﬁle performance metrics from the reporting period.

Impressions

2,867

Engagements

-

407

-

Proﬁle Actions

134

-
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Instagram Audience Growth

See how your audience grew during the reporting period.
Net Follower Growth Breakdown, by Month
25
20
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5
0
-5

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

SEP

Followers Gained

OCT

NOV

DEC

Followers Lost

Audience Metrics

Totals

% Change

Followers

102

-

85

-

89

-

4

-

Net Follower Growth
Followers Gained
Followers Lost
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Instagram Publishing Behavior

View the diﬀerent types of posts and stories you published during the selected time period.
Published Posts & Stories Content Breakdown, by Month
10
8
6
4
2
0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

Published Carousels

Publishing Behavior by Content Type

SEP

Published Videos

OCT

NOV

DEC

Published Photos

Totals

% Change

20

-

Published Carousels

0

0%

Published Videos

8

-

Published Photos

12

-

Total Published Posts & Stories
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Instagram Top Posts & Stories

Review your top posts and stories published during the selected time period, based on the post or story’s life…

By Lifetime Engagements

shiftpress

shiftpress

Wed 7/22/2020 12:08 p…

shiftpress

Fri 10/16/2020 6:58 am …

Wed 11/4/2020 11:37 a…

Our fellowship is oﬃcially

Correct Details: Thursday,

We’re excited for Mandy Tran

fellowship is an online, 10-

- 6:30 PM CT Interact with four

a conversation on student

open! The Shift Press

November 5, 2020 Time: 5:00

and Liam Traicoﬀ to facilitate

Total Engagements

53

Total Engagements

46

Total Engagements

40

Likes

51

Likes

38

Likes

37

Comments

2

Comments

3

Comments

0

Saves

-

Saves

5

Saves

3
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Instagram Outbound Hashtag Performance

Review your hashtag usage during the reporting period and contrast them with hashtags that drew the most …

Most Used Hashtags

Top Hashtags by Lifetime Engagements

#houstonyouth

11

#houstonyouth

209

#stuvoice

11

#stuvoice

209

#youthvoice

11

#youthvoice

209

#covid19

6

#youthpower

93

#youthpower

4

#covid19

70

#Houstonyouth

2

#Houstonyouth

55

#LGBTQ

2

#LGBTQ

51

#Houston

1

#Houston

28

#Houstonjournalism

1

#Houstonpoetry

28

#Houstonnews

1

#Houstonjournalism

27
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Instagram Impressions

Review how your content was seen by the Instagram community during the reporting period.
Impressions, by Month
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Impressions

Impression Metrics

Impressions
Average Daily Impressions per Proﬁle
Average Daily Reach per Proﬁle

Totals

% Change

2,867

-

17.27

-

9.19

-
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Instagram Engagement

See how people are engaging with your posts and stories during the reporting period.
Engagements Comparison, by Month
200

150

100

50

0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

Likes

SEP

Comments

OCT

Saves

NOV

DEC

Story Replies

Engagement Metrics

Totals

% Change

Total Engagements

407

100.00%

350

-

Comments

28

-

Saves

29

-

0

0.00%

14.2%

-

Likes

Story Replies

Engagement Rate (per Impression)
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Instagram Stories Performance

Review how people are viewing and interacting with the stories that you published during the selected date r…
Published Stories, by Month

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

Story Replies

SEP

Story Taps Back

OCT

Story Taps Forward

NOV

DEC

Story Exits

1

0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Published Stories
Story Metrics

Totals

% Change

Published Stories

2

-

Story Replies

0

-

Story Taps Back

1

-

Story Taps Forward

48

-

Story Exits

30

-

Story Impressions

98

-

Average Reach per Story

37

-
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Instagram Audience Demographics

Review your audience demographics as of the last day of the reporting period.

Audience by Age

Audience by Gender

13–17

14.9%

18–24

48.3%

25–34

17.2%

35–44

14.9%

45–54

3.5%

55–64

0%

65+

Men

21%
Women

75%
Nonbinary/Unspeciﬁed

4%

1.2%

Women between the ages of 18–24 appear to be the leading force among your
followers.

Audience Top Countries

United States
Serbia

Audience Top Cities

86
1

Houston, Texas

68

Austin, Texas

2

Pearland, Texas

2

Spring, Texas

2

0

1
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Instagram Proﬁles

Review your aggregate proﬁle metrics from the reporting period.

Followers

Net Follower
Growth

Published Posts &
Stories

Impressions

Engagements

Engagement Rate
(per Impression)

102

20

2,867

407

14.2%

Jun 21, 2020 – Dec 3, 2020

-

85

Compare to

-

-

0

0

0

-

102

85

20

2,867

407

14.2%

Proﬁle

Reporting Period

-

-

-

-

-

Jan 7, 2020 – Jun 20, 2020

Shift Press
shiftpress

Twitter Proﬁles
for Shift Press

June 21, 2020 – December 3, 2020

Track proﬁle performance to determine the impact of Twitter content.
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Twitter Performance Summary

View your key proﬁle performance metrics from the reporting period.

Impressions

31,848

Engagements

1,837

-

Post Link Clicks

134

-

-

Twitter Audience Growth

See how your audience grew during the reporting period.
Net Follower Growth, by Month
5
4
3
2
1
0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Net Follower Growth

Audience Metrics

Totals

% Change

61

-

Net Follower Growth

8

-

Following

0

-

Followers
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Twitter Publishing Behavior

View the diﬀerent types of posts you published during the selected time period.
Published Posts Content Breakdown, by Month

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

JUN
2020

JUL

AUG

Published Videos

Publishing Behavior by Content Type

SEP

Published Photos

OCT

Published Links

NOV

DEC

Published Text

Totals

% Change

37

-

Published Videos

2

-

Published Photos

13

-

Published Links

17

-

5

-

Total Published Posts

Published Text
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Twitter Top Posts

Review your top posts published during the selected time period, based on the post’s lifetime performance.

By Lifetime Engagements

shiftpress

shiftpress

Wed 7/22/2020 7:03 pm …

shiftpress

Thu 7/30/2020 6:19 am …

Wed 11/4/2020 7:43 pm …

Applications for our online, 10-

Great news: Y'all applied.

(1/2) TOMORROW: Interact

Eligibility: Open to all Greater-

applied. We need one extra

Lewis, @kingkathhoang,

Total Engagements

Total Engagements

week fellowship is open! -

Total Engagements
Likes

674
11

with @aniyaspeaks, Julia

Greater news: A lot of y'all

Likes

228
13

171

Likes

9

@Replies

2

@Replies

0

@Replies

1

Retweets

20

Retweets

7

Retweets

10

Post Link Clicks

46

Post Link Clicks

-

Post Link Clicks

Other Post Clicks
Other Engagements

595
0

Other Post Clicks
Other Engagements

208
0

Other Post Clicks
Other Engagements

151
0
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Twitter Impressions

Review how your content was seen by the Twitter community during the reporting period.
Impressions, by Month
14K
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10K
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JUN
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SEP

OCT
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Impressions

Impression Metrics

Impressions

Totals

% Change

31,848

-
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Twitter Engagement

See how people are engaging with your posts during the reporting period.
Engagements, by Month
1,000
800
600
400
200
0

JUN
2020

JUL

Likes

AUG

@Replies

Retweets

SEP

Post Link Clicks

Engagement Metrics

OCT

Other Post Clicks
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DEC

Other Engagements

Totals

% Change

1,837

-

138

-

@Replies

3

-

Retweets

137

-

Post Link Clicks

134

-

1,425

-

0

-

5.8%

-

Total Engagements
Likes

Other Post Clicks
Other Engagements

Engagement Rate (per Impression)
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Twitter Audience Demographics

Review your audience demographics as of the last day of the reporting period.

Audience by Age

Audience by Gender

18–20

0%

21–24

50%

25–34

50%

35–44

0%

45–54

0%

55–64

0%

65+

0%

Men

29%
Women

71%

The majority of your followers appear to be women along with people between the
ages of 21–24.
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Twitter Proﬁles

Review your aggregate proﬁle metrics from the reporting period.

Engagements

Post
Link
Clicks

Engagement Rate
(per Impression)

31,848

1,837

134

5.8%

0

-

-

-

-

37

31,848

1,837

134

5.8%

Followers

Net Follower
Growth

Published
Posts

Impressions

61

37

Jun 21, 2020 – Dec 3, 2020

-

8

Compare to

-

-

61

8

Proﬁle

Reporting Period

-

-

-

-

-

-

Jan 7, 2020 – Jun 20, 2020

Shift Press

